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Prepare to be Inspired!

Conservation Field Day

9am – 3pm

16 August 2014
The Sunshine Coast Council invites our
environmental community partners to be
inspired and informed around a myriad of
environmental hands-on technical sessions
at the inaugural Conservation Field Day.
The field day will showcase over 15 practical
workshops including fauna monitoring
& assessments, cultural heritage, plant
identification walks, nest boxes, weed
management techniques, herbicide use and
numerous restoration approaches. The day
will also provide opportunities to discover the
latest in technologies and discuss practical
solutions in conservation. It will be a chance to
connect some of those missing pieces in the
conservation puzzle across the various projects
being undertaken in the region.

The Conservation Field Day will also be a
prodigious opportunity to explore one of
council’s conservation purchases funded
through the Environment Levy Program. The
reserve comprises 142.7 hectare of land
situated in the upper Stanley River Catchment.
Fauna and flora assessments carried out have
indicated high biodiversity and associated
habitat values. There are records of 205 native
plant species, including 22 Shire Significant
Species. Seasonal fauna surveys have
identified 145 native animal species (12 frog
species, 18 reptile species, 79 bird species and
36 mammal species). Surveys of the reserve
have identified this site as supporting the
largest continuous area of breeding habitat in
Queensland for Giant-barred Frogs.

Registration for the 2014 Conservation Field Day will open in June. Lunch and transport will be provided
and places are limited. Seats will fill fast, so ensure you book to avoid disappointment.

Focus on Flora
Crinkle Bush: Lomatia silaifolia
This is one of the outstanding shrubs of our
region that should be in every garden – ok
that would get a bit boring! However outside
of the botany community too few people
know about this beautiful little shrub.
In appearance it resembles some of the small
shrubby grevillea cultivars (and it shares the
same Family of Proteaceae). It only grows to
about one to one and half metres and in the
forest can be single stemmed but in the open
it can be bushy to about one metre wide. Its
finely divided leaf gives it the other common
names of Parsley Bush and Fern-leaved
Lomatia. The white flowers can be carried
throughout the warmer months and can be up
to 20 centimetres in length – which makes for a
pretty spectacular flower in our native bushland.
The fruit is a dry follicle that opens to reveal
numerous winged seeds, covered in a delicate
yellow powder.
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with Spencer Shaw
of Brush Turkey Enterprises

Lomatia silaifolia is a hardy shrub, which can
survive bushfire by reshooting from the stem
base and roots. They generally look best
in woodlands a few years after a burn as it
reduces competition from other plants and they
can get their chance to shine!
Found along the east coast of Australia this
stunning local native is not necessarily common
but widespread in our local open woodland
areas. You might come across them in the
Glasshouse Mountains National Parks, Blackall
Range Great Walk, Ben Bennett and so many
more bushland parks that contain woodland
with an open grassy and shrubby understorey.
If you are lucky enough to get one for the
garden from your local native plant nursery, just
make sure you plant in well-drained soil, with
plenty of sun.

Regional Ecosystem 12.2.5a
Littoral closed or open forest
EPBC Act
Habitat for threatened species
Acronychia littoralis

Scented Acronychia

Management considerations
One of the main threats to this ecosystem
is from weed invasion generated by
encroachments of invasive non-native plants
and dumping of green waste from home
gardens.

Melaleuca wetland at Coondibah Lagoon

This ecosystem occurs on coastal dunes
across the Sunshine Coast region primarily
behind the frontal dunes in the swales.
The Queensland biodiversity status is Of
Concern, however it is upgraded to Vulnerable
on the Sunshine Coast due to the threats posed
by weed invasion, recreation and fire.
Prior to European settlement the extent of this
regional ecosystem on the Sunshine Coast was
restricted to only 31 hectares. Over 60% of this
ecosystem has since been lost with 19 hectares
remaining today. 90% of this extent is protected
in either State or Council protected tenures.
Description
Melaleuca closed or open forest with Livistona
australis and/or a shrubby understorey which
may include rainforest species.
Flora commonly found in this ecosystem
include:
Melaleuca quinquenervia
Broad-leaf
Paperbark Tree
Acronychia imperforata
Coastal Aspen
Banksia integrifolia var integrifolia
Coastal Banksia
Livistona australis
Fan Palm
+/- vine scrub species in understorey

Other threats to the maintenance of ecosystem
biodiversity are caused by inappropriate
recreational use, arson, illegal vegetation
removal, unauthorised structures and paths as
well as changes in hydrology ie draining of the
water table.
Some of the common garden weeds regularly
removed from this ecosystem include:
Baccharis halimifolia
Groundsel Bush
Bryophyllum ssp
Mother-of-millions
Callisia fragrans
Purple Succulent
Ipomoea cairica
Coast Morning Glory
Lantana camara
Lantana
Murraya paniculata
Mock Orange,
Orange Jessamine
Ochna serrulata
Ochna
Protasparagus densiflorus var sprengeri
Asparagus Fern
Sansevieria trifasciata
Mother-in-law’s
Tongue
Schinus tebinthifolia
Broad-leaf
Pepper Tree
Schefflera actinophylla
Umbrella Tree
Senna pendula var. glabrata
Easter Cassia
Sphagneticola trilobata Singapore Daisy
Gloriosa superba
Glory Lily
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Adult Eastern Whipbird usually
ranges in size from 23-30cm

Eastern Whipbird
Psophodes olivaceus
Article by Janet Whish-Wilson
Photos courtesy of Rob Kernot

What a joy it is to wake up to the sound of
Whipbirds calling beneath my window as
they forage in my garden. How different this
is from previous years when Whipbirds were
regarded as elusive and shy and rarely seen
outside of their forest homes.
The Eastern Whipbird usually inhabits wet
areas of rainforest, eucalypt forest and dense
scrub near watercourses east of the Great
Dividing Range from northern Queensland to
Victoria. The ongoing clearing of forests and
understorey has meant the loss of habitat
and displacement for the Whipbird. However
it appears that they are quite resilient and
are adapting to the changes. The Whipbird
is learning to survive in remnant type forests
venturing out to supplement their food supply
by foraging in adjacent gardens and parks
where they can be easily noticed. This is quite
unusual considering the secretive nature of
the Whipbird.
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In autumn they seem to be particularly active,
vigorously foraging usually with one or two
young in tow (the young are obvious with a
distinct lack of any white cheek markings).
The parents dutifully show their young how to
survive on their own before giving them their
marching orders towards the end of autumn to
find their own territory.
Adult Whipbirds are sedentary and live as a pair
so they protect their food sources not only for
themselves but for their next brood. If the young
are reluctant to leave they cop a beating – this
I have witnessed several times.
The Whipbirds’ name is derived from the crack
of the coachman’s whip and their old name was
Coachwhip Bird. The call is fascinating and is
actually made by two birds. The male utters the
first part which is usually made up of two soft
drawn-out whistles followed by the whip crack
which is instantly followed by the female,
chew chew (the antiphonal response).

Until recently the call was thought to be uttered
by one bird having ventriloquist abilities.
Sometimes their call can be incomplete and
you may also hear little chuckles as they forage
together and at times harsh alarm calls.
Good leaf litter is essential for their food source
and in their search for insects they toss the
leaves and debris aside with quick movements
of their beaks. They also search under the bark
on trees. Whipbirds can move like lightening
through the understorey on their powerful legs
but their flight is fairly weak. Which is why they
love lantana thickets and these are a favourite
place to build their bowl-shaped nests which
usually consist of a loosely built bowl of twigs
and sticks lined with a softer material such
as grass. Two eggs, pale blue with blackish
splotches measuring around 28 x 20 mm are
laid which are incubated by the female who
gets fed by the male. He later helps in feeding
the nestlings and they live as a family only until
the end of the breeding season.
Despite so much clearing and burning of forest
understorey Whipbird numbers seem to be
stable. This is likely due to their adaptability.
Let’s hope we will always have our delightful
Whipbirds.

Adult Eastern Whipbird is dark olive-green and black in
colour with a distinctive white cheek patch and crest.
The male and female are similar in plumage.
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Bird nuts in action at Oxley
Creek Commons in Brisbane’s
outer suburbs (the ‘nut’ in the
broad-brimmed hat is Hugh
Possingham). Birdwatchers
have been listing birds in this
location over many years.
Eremaea eBirds will now
make the fruits of these efforts
available to everyone at the
touch of a button.
(Photo by David Salt)

Two (online) birds in the hand
Citizen scientists flock to Eremaea eBirds
by Richard Fuller, Hugh Possingham, Mat Gilfedder and Ayesha Tulloch

It is a sad but true fact that several
members of the Centre of Excellence for
Environmental Decisions and National
Environmental Research Program Chief
Investigators have a pathological love of
birds. A tell-tale symptom of this is a love
of data about birds – lists of birds, counts
of birds, graphs of counts of birds, lists of
lists of birds... You get the idea. So it was
only logical that we have entered into a
partnership with the fastest growing and
most exciting citizen science endeavour in
Australia – Eremaea eBirds.
Eremaea eBirds is an online bird atlasing
system. Launched back in 2003 by Australian
birders Richard and Margaret Alcorn, at the
time it was the world’s first such system. The
word ‘Eremaea’ comes from the name of the
Australia’s great central desert bioregion.
Eremaea eBirds enabled birdwatchers, for the
first time, to enter lists of birds they had seen
anywhere around the world. This was heaven
for many Australian birdwatchers and ten years
later there were thousands of regular Eremaea
users and over 3.8 million records.
Eremaea was founded on the principle that
bird data should be freely shared (something
that is dear to the heart of the Environmental
Decisions Group) and fundamental for
transparent environmental decision making.
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In addition to this exciting Australian initiative,
eBird was launched in North America in 2002
by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and the
National Audubon Society (it went global
in 2010). eBird’s vision, similar to that of
Eremaea, is to allow birdwatchers to submit
geographically tagged lists of bird observations
and to make all data freely available. eBird
had a small team of local Australian reviewers
and had around 1000 observers contributing
records in Australia.
With such a similar shared vision it made
sense to combine efforts, and so eBird has
teamed up with Eremaea and the ARC Centre
of Excellence for Environmental Decisions to
launch the new Eremaea eBirds portal. This
beautiful partnership brings together a huge
band of active citizen-science birdwatchers and
secures the long term future for free bird data
here in Australia.
Eremaea eBirds also provides major new
opportunities for understanding the distribution
and abundance of birds across our continent
and advancing their conservation. Data is
rigorously checked for quality and continually
open to public scrutiny and improvement owing
to the open access model.
Eremaea eBirds data is automatically shared
with BirdLife Australia’s Atlas programme, as
well as online biodiversity data portals including

The bush stone-curlew, powerful owl and red-backed fairy wren. Now, thanks to Eremaea eBirds, the sharing of
information on ‘what bird is found where’ is there for everyone to see.
(The curlew and owl photos are courtesy of Mat Gilfedder, the fairy wren is courtesy of Richard Fuller)

the Atlas of Living Australia and the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility.
EDG researchers are contributing to stories on
the web page http://ebird.org/content/australia
and we look forward to combining this growing
data source with BirdLife Australia’s Atlas data
to solve conservation problems in Australia.
Ongoing projects include: understanding
changes in urban bird communities, building an
Australian Bird Index, monitoring threatened
species and understanding bird invasions.
More info: Richard Fuller r.fuller@uq.edu.au
Richard Fuller, Hugh Possingham and Ayesha
Tulloch are researchers with the Environmental
Decisions Group. Mat Gilfedder is a keen
nature photographer (see his photos at http://
pbase.com/gilfedder) and all four have been
involved in the establishment of Eremaea
eBirds. Needless to say, all four are bird tragics.

How do I get started?
Eremaea eBirds is simple to use. A birdwatcher
simply enters when, where, and how they went
birding, then fills out a checklist of all birds seen
and heard at the visited sites. This can be done
live in the field via a smart phone app (BirdLog),
or when back at the desk after a birding trip.
eBird provides various options for data
gathering including point counts, transects and
area searches. If no-one has previously visited
the location at which you are birdwatching, you
can easily create a new one via an interactive
map. Automated data quality filters developed
by regional bird experts check all submissions
before they enter the database.
Local experts then personally review unusual
records that are flagged by the filters,
contacting observers to verify details. If you see
something unusual, it is a great idea to write
field notes on the spot, and obtain a photograph
if possible.
Eremaea eBirds encourages users to
participate by providing tools that maintain
personal bird records and enable users to
visualize data with interactive maps, graphs,
and bar charts. All these features are available
in English, Spanish, and French.
So there’s no excuse – spend an hour in your
back yard or visit your local park today and
instantly tell the world about the birds you see!

An explosion of lists: Submissions to Eremaea eBirds are
growing rapidly with more than 7000 checklists currently
being submitted per month.

http://ebird.org/content/australia/
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Monitor Lizards aka Goannas
At our place the kookaburras give a special
call to warn of a monitor lizard on the prowl.
Even the dog recognises the call and gets a
bit “edgy”. But in the last four or five weeks
there have been no calls and no sightings.
We don’t know how to interpret that: we
thought the dry spell might be ideal for
these reptiles that should now be starting
to “feed up” for the colder period ahead.
Perhaps the same dry conditions meant
fewer eggs and nestlings to be predated. We
have certainly noticed less nesting by the
migratory birds, including Drongos, Forest
Kingfishers and several Honeyeaters.
Monitor lizards are found in Africa, North
and South Asia and Australia. They include
a number of the largest lizard species in
existence. The name Monitor comes from the
habit of some species of these reptiles standing
on their hind legs to check out (monitor) the
surroundings. Here in Australia we usually call
them “Goannas”, derived from “Iguana”, the
name given to a genus of large American and
Pacific Islands lizards.
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Article by Kon Hepers

Up to around 40,000 years ago a large and
savage reptile roamed Australia. This was
Megalania priscus (the name actually means
“great ancient roamer”) the largest terrestrial
true lizard that ever lived. From fossil evidence
it is thought to have reached seven metres
in length; that is around twice the length of a
Komodo Dragon. Its weight was estimated at
600 kilos or more. Armed with serrated bladelike teeth and an oral venom gland, this lizard
was the top predator, easily able to prey on
our ancient megafauna including Diprotodons,
Giant Short-faced Kangaroos and other large
marsupials existing at that time. Its speed was
about three metres per second (not exactly
Usain Bolt at just over 10 metres per second)
so it captured its prey mainly by ambush.
Whether its prey included humans – and or
vice versa – is an interesting question given
the coinciding timeline of human arrival and the
lizard’s disappearance.
It has now been established that Megalania had
a very similar anatomy to the extant monitor
lizards (Goannas) of Australia as well as the

Komodo Dragon of Indonesia. In fact it has
been placed in the genus Varanus with all the
others. (Varanus comes from the Arabic “waran”
meaning lizard.)
Luckily we don’t have to worry about these
giant killers any more but here in Australia
there are still a few large extant monitors. The
second largest, usually common in this area
and any timbered area in a wide belt along
the East Coast is the Lace Monitor, Varanus
varius. This goanna is generally responsible
for raiding hen-houses for chicks and eggs and
seems to turn up at many local picnic spots.
They can smell a good barbecue a mile away!
In fact their olfactory sense is greatly enhanced
through possession of a vomeronasal organ
(VMO), also called Jacobson’s organ located
on the palate in the roof of their mouths. This
is a feature they share with snakes. The long,
narrow, deeply cleft tongue is continuously
flicked in and out, picking up particles of
scent for analysis in the VMO as part of
their chemosensory system. When retracted
the forked tongue fits into two sites on the
palate, depositing the scent particles. This
way goannas can find and track prey by both
smelling and using their long tongues.
The tongues are actually soft and cool and the
claws are very sharp, this I know! Once at a
barbeque a big goanna approached me and
started licking my knee. I held pretty still! A dog
appeared out of nowhere and the panicked
goanna ran up the nearest vertical object. That
was me, and I confess I freaked a bit.
At our place we regularly used to see a few
small ones (about a metre) and there is one
huge approximately two metre long resident. It
has a good turn of speed to get to the nearest
tree and despite its size is an excellent climber.
Goannas are clever in that once they are on a
tree trunk they always keep the trunk between
themselves and an observer. We have also
seen one leap a good two metres horizontally to
reach another tree. One of the smaller Goannas
climbed up to take Rosella chicks out of a
nest-box despite the parent birds calling and
flapping. Like other reptiles they are competent
swimmers. We have watched one swim across
the Mooloolaba River.

Goannas typically lay six to twelve eggs and
either dig a burrow or lay them in a termite nest.
Often the termites seal them in as they repair
their nest. Despite this, after six weeks or so the
mum goanna knows exactly where and when to
dig to free the hatchlings.
Goannas are still one of our top predators; they
eat any mammals, birds and reptiles they can
catch and overpower and they are known to
dig out turkey mounds to scavenge the eggs.
They also feed on carrion when they find it. This
latter habit probably led to the belief that a bite
from a goanna will take forever to heal. Whilst it
is very possible that a bite could be infected, it
is also likely that the symptoms are caused by
mild venom injected with the bite. In turn, small
goannas are preyed upon by raptors, snakes
and larger goannas.
Some time ago at the Noosa NP picnic area we
watched an interesting event: a large goanna
was approaching a barbecue when a brush
turkey raced out of the bush, grabbed the lizard
by the tail and dragged it away four or five
metres. The turkey did this repeatedly until the
goanna gave up and retreated.
In Australia all reptiles are protected by law.
Native Wildlife is protected for very good
reasons. It is disappointing that so many of our
amazing native goannas are killed every year
for stealing a few eggs and the odd chicken or
two. We do not want them to join Megalania in
extinction.
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A Jewel to Crush
the Clawed Creeper!
Article by Hetti Malone
Natural Area Manager Maroochy Waterwatch

A new and exciting control method for
Cat’s Claw Creeper has been released into
the Petrie Creek catchment.
The Leaf-mining Jewel Beetle (Hylaeogena
jureceki) is native to South America and eats
the leaves of Cat’s Claw Creeper (Dolichandra
unguis-cati). It has been successful in trials in
South Africa and more recently in Australia for
controlling the weed, whilst not posing a risk to
non-target plant species.
Maroochy Waterwatch, with support from
SEQ Catchments through the Queensland
Government, will be releasing these minute
jewels on selected sites to help manage this
significant weed.
Cat’s Claw Creeper can be identified from the
three-clawed tendrils as the base of the leaves
which are used to climb over vegetation. Whilst
there is a long history of weed management on
Cat’s Claw Creeper throughout the Petrie Creek
catchment, there are still significant populations
remaining that can support the release of the
Leaf-mining Jewel Beetle.
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to spread and create severe environmental,
economic and social impacts. It can be termed
a ‘transformer species’ because of its severe
smothering impact on native vegetation and its
ability to alter ecosystems.In my experience,
management of Cat’s Claw Creeper is labour
intensive involving a combination of physical
and chemical methods whereas biological
control is a potentially cost effective, low risk
and long-term alternative management solution.
Biosecurity Queensland supplied the
Leaf-mining Jewel Beetles and Maroochy
Waterwatch has just released their first beetle
package in a Cat’s Claw Creeper infestation
in Nambour. The Leaf-mining Jewel Beetle
control has potential to be effective however
it is unlikely to produce instant results. The
little guys need time and favourable conditions
to build up populations that will reduce an
infestation. This process could take years.
Monitoring of the Leaf-mining Jewel Beetle
release site will focus on visible destruction
to Cat’s Claw Creeper leaves and distance
the beetle makes from the release point.This
project will also gather information and mapping
of any small or large infestations throughout the
Maroochy River catchment, focussing primarily
on the Petrie Creek catchment. The program
will provide technical assistance to landowners
on physical and chemical control of the weed.

Cat’s Claw Creeper is a Declared Class
3 weed species and a Weed of National
Significance due to its invasiveness, potential

If anyone is interested in being part of the
weed control program, phone Maroochy
Waterwatch on 5476 4777 or email info@
maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au.

Leaf-mining Jewel Beetle (Hylaeogena jureceki)
feeding on Cat’s Claw Creeper.

Cat’s Claw Creeper can be identified from the threeclawed tendrils as the base of the leaves.
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Environment Levy building
resilient landscapes
Article by Amanda Wheatley, Biodiversity Project Officer Sunshine Coast Council
Photo courtesy of Ken Stepnell, NSW National Parks

Rufous
rat-kangaroo

mammals such as the squirrel glider. The
Commonwealth government recognises the
rainforest vegetation on this reserve as being
a critically endangered ‘Lowland Rainforest of
Subtropical Australia’.
In Ilkley, the newly acquired ‘Tall Gums
Environmental Reserve’ borders the existing
Maroochy Bushland Botanic Garden and
the Tall Gum Nature Refuge, expanding the
collective reserve to 170 hectares.

Leaping into 2014 with its green boots
firmly on, Sunshine Coast Council has
purchased two more environment levy
funded properties that are now protected
for future generations. The two properties
in Cambroon and Ilkley cost almost $1.2
million and will add 87 hectares to the
region’s conservation corridor network.
Both properties have exciting and unique
attributes including rare and threatened
species, endangered rainforests, waterways
and vegetation. Sightings of koalas
(Phascolarctos cinereus) have already been
reported at both reserves and the Cambroon
site has the only known sighting of the Rufous
rat-kangaroo (Aepyprymnus rufescens) on the
Sunshine Coast.
Work is now underway on preparing tailored
management plans for both properties to
ensure the best possible environmental
outcomes.
The twenty-seven hectare Cambroon site,
‘Tuan Environmental Reserve’, is adjacent
to the Maleny National Park and forms part
of the largest core habitat in the region. The
reserve provides habitat for threatened animals
like the black breasted button quail (Turnix
melanogaster), the glossy black cockatoo
(Calyptorhynchus lathami) and other common

This reserve network forms part of a regional
corridor stretching from the coast to the range
– which is crucial for wildlife movement and
contains the headwaters of Mountain Creek.
These two purchases bring the total to four
environmentally significant properties acquired
this financial year, with council spending
$5.79M. This brings the total land purchased for
conservation by council to 2760 hectares since
the early 90’s.
The purchases demonstrate how vital the
Environment Levy is in preserving the Coast’s
native plants and animals.
You can subscribe (http://eepurl.com/NhN9v)
to Council’s Environment Levy E-newsletter
to receive regular news about results for the
environment being achieved through the
Environment Levy. Your Environment Levy,
your habitat!
For more information about the properties and
the Environment Levy Acquisition Program visit
Council’s website. (http://www.sunshinecoast.
qld.gov.au/sitePage.cfm?code=el-landacquisition)
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Events calendar
Event
April

Details

Contact

Saturday 5 April
9.00am
All day event
7, 8 & 9 April
8.00am – 2.00pm

Thursday 24 April
5.00pm – 7.00pm

Native Bee Workshop
Social and Solitary Bees – Rescues, Splits
Fairhill Native Nursery, Fairhill Road, Yandina
Lake Currimundi bank stabilisation – Noel Burns Park
Dig in with Currimundi Catchment Care Group and council
to help with the stabilisation of the banks of the lake.
Entries close for Ecoflicks 2014
Queensland Fungi Festival
Brisbane
Eucalypt Identification presented by Phil Moran
Rural Futures Centre, Pomona

Monday 28 April
9.30am – 12.30pm

Riparian Weed Management Workshop
Whalley Creek, Nambour – Numbers are limited

For more information contact
Fairhill Native Nursery on 5446 7088.
$35pp inc. morning tea and lunch.
For more info – Tony Moorhead cccginfo@
currimundicatchment.org.au / 5438 8267
or Gordon Agnew on 5499 5121
Visit www.ecoflicks.org.au
For further details and registration:
www.qldfungi.org.au/archives/4561
Visit www.noosalandcare.org/landcarenews.php for more info. RSVP to info@
noosalandcare.org or 5485 2468
Contact Hetti Malone on 5476 4777 or
hetti@maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au

Tuesday 15 April
22-27 April

May
1 May – 30 May
Various locations across
the Sunshine Coast
2 May
9.00am – 4.00pm
3 & 4 May
5 – 8 May
Sunday 11 May
9.00am – 12.00pm
21 & 22 May
8.00am – 2.00pm
Wednesday 21 May
9.00am – 11.00am
Thursday 29 May
5.00pm – 7.00pm
Friday 30 May
10.00am – 3.00pm
Reesville

War on Weeds – Wage war on weeds during the month
of May. Bring along a bag of weeds and swap them for
three native plants.
Passage of Time: Stories of the Pumicestone catchment
– Insightful stories of how Pumicestone catchment has been
managed, from Aboriginal times through to the present.
Maleny Wood Expo – Maleny Showgrounds, 9am – 5pm
Kids in Action PD Sessions
Coolum, Caloundra, Nambour & Maleny
Trees for Mum – Celebrate Mums this Mothers’ Day by
taking part in the Trees for Mum planting.
Lake Currimundi coir log wall bank stabilisation project
– Connect to Your Creek week. Crummunda Park, Lake
Currimundi (east of the Currimundi Bridge).
Petrie Creek Restoration – Connect to Your Creek
Quota Park, Matthew Street, Nambour
Site specific rehabilitation – Case studies on coastal,
riparian flats and hilly country presented by Paul Sprecher &
Phil Moran. Rural Futures Centre, Pomona
Raptors of South East Queensland presented by
Dr Greg Czechura. $66pp – private landholder & community.
$88pp – government & business.

For more information visit
www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au
For more info and bookings visit www.
passageoftimepumicestone.eventbrite.
com.au?s=23016291 RSVP essential
Visit www.malenywoodexpo.org.au
Visit www.sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/
kidsinaction
Quota Park, Matthew Street, Nambour
For more info – Tony Moorhead cccginfo@
currimundicatchment.org.au / 5438 8267
or Gordon Agnew on 5499 5121
www.healthywaterways.com.au/
Connecttoyourcreek.aspx
Visit www.noosalandcare.org/landcarenews.php for more info. RSVP to info@
noosalandcare.org or 5485 2468
For more info or bookings contact Karen at
education@brushturkey.com.au
Morning tea and lunch included.

June
Sunday 8 June
10.00am – 4.00pm
Wednesday 25 June
Obi Obi

World Environment Day
University of the Sunshine Coast
Kirby’s Road Environmental Conservation Reserve
Help plant another 500 plants along the creek and find out
the results of frog monitoring and water quality indicators

For more information visit
www.wed.org.au
For more information email
michael.gilles@sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au
or call Michael on 5499 5178

Stories by Sunset in the park at the base of Mt Cooroora.
Indigenous history, culture and music with Dale Champman
(Creative Native) and Lyndon Davies (Gubbi Gubbi artist)
Queensland Garden Expo
Birds and their calls presented by Gail Hill
$66pp – private landholder & community
$88pp – government & business
National Tree Day
Parklands, Nambour & Marcoola
Geology and Rocks of the Sunshine Coast
presented by Warwick Wilmott and Phil Moran,
Rural Futures Centre, Pomona

Visit www.noosalandcare.org/landcarenews.php RSVP to 5485 2468 or email
info@noosalandcare.org
www.qldgardenexpo.com.au
For more info or bookings contact Karen at
education@brushturkey.com.au
Morning tea and lunch included.
For more information visit
http://treeday.planetark.org/about/
Visit www.noosalandcare.org/landcarenews.php RSVP to 5485 2468 or email
info@noosalandcare.org

July
Thursday 3 July
5.00pm – 7.00pm
Pomona
11 – 13 July
Friday 25 July
10.00am – 3.00pm
Sunday 27 July
9.00am – 11.00am
Thursday 31st July
5.00pm – 7.00pm
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